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WINTER
This winter at Shipley, it's all about berries
and birds! Our featured tree this season is
the Toyon (Heteromeles arbutifolia), also
known as the Christmas Berry. Toyon are a
fruiting variety of evergreen tree that
produce bright red berries, called pomes, in
the late fall or winter. Toyon berries might
look tasty, but think twice before popping
one in your mouth: unripened green Toyon
berries are loaded with poisonous toxins.
      

Toyons are a vital native resource for our
featured creatures for the winter season:
birds. Bird species such as cedar waxwings
(pictured above) and robins love munching
on the ripe fruit of the Toyon tree. Cedar
waxwings are social birds, and it is very rare
to see one alone. Occasionally a line of
waxwings perched on a branch will pass a
berry back and forth, from bill to bill, until one
of them swallows it. For this social species,
sharing is caring!
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The Busy Tree
by Jennifer Ward
XE WARD, J.
     

Many different types of wildlife live
in and around a tree that is their
home, from chipmunks and
woodpeckers to ants and spiders.
Meet them all in this fun picture
book!

Discovering Trees
by Storey Publishing
X 582.16 STO
     

With this take-along activity book,
kids will stop, look, listen, and
touch as they explore the trees
around them.

Be A Tree!
by Maria Gianferrari
XE GIANFERRARI, M.
     

In this celebration of one of
nature’s greatest creations, we
reflect on all the ways trees can
inspire us to do better.

Be Thankful for Trees
by Harriet Ziefert
X 582.16 ZIE
     

This book explores the many items
that are made from trees and
encourages children to be kind to
one another and the environment.

Greenwood: A Novel
by Michael Christie
FIC CHRISTIE, M.
     

A shining, intricate clockwork of a
novel, Greenwood is a rain-
soaked & sun-dappled story of
the hopeful, impossible task of
growing toward the light.

A Tree a Day
by Amy-Jane Beer
582.1602 BEE
     

From giant sequoias to arboreal
artwork, this book explores the
botany, folklore, history, and
beauty of trees.

The Tree Book
by Michael Scott, et al.
582.16 SCO
     

The secret world of trees is
revealed in this beautiful and
absorbing guide to the giants of
the plant world.

Finding the Mother Tree
by Suzanne Simard
333.75 SIM
     

This national bestseller is a
personal and scientific work on
trees, forests, and the author's
profound discoveries of tree
communication.

Looking for
more books 
about nature?
Check out the titles
on this page at the 
HB Central Library
or scan here to
view the full 
book list!

Borrow a book from the Read to a Tree cabinet.
Read through the information about this
season's featured tree and creature in the Read
to a Tree binder.
Find this season's tree using the map in the
binder. This winter, we're featuring the Toyon.
Grab your chosen book and visit the tree. Read
aloud as a family or silently on your own - the
goal is to spend time in nature while reading!
Return any borrowed books to the cabinet.
Choose a leaf or animal cutout from the cabinet.
Write your first name and the book you read.
Place the cutout in the basket in the cabinet.      
 A Shipley volunteer will pin your cutout on the
Shipley reading tree for all to see!
Fill out a drawing entry form, then place the
completed form in the "Quarterly Drawing" box.
Each quarter, we'll select one

Let's read, enjoy nature, learn about native
trees, and spend some time in the outdoors!
To participate in the Read to a Tree program
at Shipley Nature, follow these steps:

family to win a free one-
hour docent-led tour of 
Shipley Nature Center 
for up to six people!


